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Learning RStudio for R Statistical ComputingPackt Publishing, 2012

	If you need to create and manage complex statistical analysis projects, this book could be a catalyst for great things. In clear, practical chapters it teaches you how to employ Rstudio's powerful features to perform R statistical computing.


	Overview

	
		A complete practical tutorial for RStudio, designed...
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Swift For DummiesFor Dummies, 2015

	Get up and running with Swift—swiftly


	Brimming with expert advice and easy-to-follow instructions, Swift For Dummies shows new and existing programmers how to quickly port existing Objective-C applications into Swift and get into the swing of the new language like a pro. Designed from the ground up to be a...
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Effective Web DesignSybex, 2001
This is a nuts and bolts coding book. In it are examples showing how to hand-code, in XHTML, sites that include images, links, tables, frames, style sheets--just about everything you might want. There's also extensive advice on planning your site design, knowing your audience, and doing e-business.
  The author's fundamental approach to...
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Reed-Solomon Codes and Their ApplicationsJohn Wiley & Sons, 1999

	Electrical Engineering/Communications/Information Theory "The Berlekamp article alone will make this book worth having." --David Forney, Vice President, Motorola Codex Reed-Solomon Codes and Their Applications Edited by Stephen B. Wicker, Georgia Institute of Technology and Vijay K. Bhargava, University of Victoria On the Voyager...
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Professional C++Wrox Press, 2014

	Master complex C++ programming with this helpful, in-depth resource


	From game programming to major commercial software applications, C++ is the language of choice. It is also one of the most difficult programming languages to master. While most competing books are geared toward beginners, Professional C++, Third...
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Clean C++: Sustainable Software Development Patterns and Best Practices with C++ 17Apress, 2017

	Write maintainable, extensible, and durable software with modern C++. This book is a must for every developer, software architect, or team leader who is interested in good C++ code, and thus also wants to save development costs. If you want to teach yourself about writing clean C++, Clean C++ is exactly what you need. It is written...
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Beginning PHP and MySQL: From Novice to Professional, Third EditionApress, 2007
Beginning PHP and MySQL: From Novice to Professional, Third Edition offers a comprehensive introduction to two of the most prominent open source technologies on the planet: the PHP scripting language and the MySQL database server. Updated to introduce the features found in MySQLs most significant release to date, readers learn how to take...
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Compression for MultimediaCambridge University Press, 2010

	Providing a thorough theoretical understanding of lossy compression techniques for image, video, speech, and audio compression, this book also covers the key features of each system, as well as practical applications, implementation issues, and design trade-offs. It presents comparisons of multimedia standards in terms of achieving known...
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Flash and XML: A Developer's GuideAddison Wesley, 2001
"This book is an exceptional training manual to bring a web  developer or flash designer with scripting skills into an entirely new world of  coding."-Christopher Ian Smith, XML Developer, RespondTV.com

"This is a 'must-read' for any Flash developer."-John Paul  Rawlins, Editor...
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Multi-Carrier and Spread Spectrum SystemsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
Multi-Carrier and Spread Spectrum Systems describes and analyses the basic concepts of the combination of multi-carrier transmission with spread spectrum (MC-SS). The various architectures and the different detection strategies are examined in some depth. Techniques for capacity and flexibility enhancement of multi-carrier systems such as...
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C#.NET IlluminatedJones and Bartlett Publishers, 2004
I designed this text to teach programmers and aspiring programmers how to build applications using the C# language and Visual Studio .NET. These tools facilitate building applications for desktop computers, the Internet, and mobile devices. The text provides a thorough introduction to C#, and carefully shows how to exploit the power of the Visual...
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Introduction to Digital Audio Coding and Standards (The Springer International Series in Engineering and Computer Science)Springer, 2002
Provides a detailed introduction to the implementations and official standards of the state of the art audio coding technology.     

       The topic of digital audio coding is of interest to a wide audience, including engineering and industrial professionals working in telecommunications, hardware design, music, and software product...
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